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Patiented May 4, 1963 

3,090,030 
VARASELE FOCUSTRANSDUCER 

Oscar Hugo. Schuck, Minneapolis, Minn., assignor to 
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Company, Minne 
apolis, Minil, a corporation of Delaware 

Filed Sept. 9, 1957, Ser. No. 682,79. 
3 Claims. (C. 340-16) 

This invention relates to transducers and is more partic 
ularly related to the variable focusing of a bilateral trans 
ducer to be used for transmitting and receiving in a 
propagative wave system. 

It has been known for some time in the prior art that 
a bilateral transducer of this general type was capable of 
producing an output pattern which could be caused to 
focus at a particular given distance from the surface of 
the transducer. This has been accomplished by provid 
ing the transducer itself with a spherical or curved surface 
having a radius of curvature equal to the distance at which 
the focal point was desired. This scheme produced a 
satisfactory transducer which had the shortcoming of 
having only one center of focus and also was difficult to 
produce for short focal lengths. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a variable 
focus transducer which may be controlled according to a 
time varied function so as to provide a sweeping effect 
between varying distances from the transducer. 

Other objects and advantages of my invention will be 
come apparent to those skilled in the art, from a reading 
of the appended specification, claims and drawing in 
which: 
FIGURE 1 is an illustration, largely schematic, of a 

variable focus transducer embodied as a receiver for ob 
Serving the presence and location of a source of oscil 
latory energy; 
FIGURE 2 is a front view of the variable focus trans 

ducer shown in FIGURE 1; 
FIGURE 3 is a schematic diagram of another embodi 

ment in which a variable focus transducer is utilized in 
conjunction with a transmitter to propagate oscillatory 
energy into a medium; and 
FIGURE 4 is a diagram illustrating some of the mathe 

matical principles to aid in explaining the operation. 
FIGURE 5 is a block diagram of an echo-ranging 

system of my invention including a variable focus trans 
ducer. 
FIGURE 1 shows a variable focus piezoelectric trans 

ducer 10, a source of sound energy 30, to be observed 
by transducer 10, and indicating means 40, shown as a 
cathode ray tube indicator, to provide an indication of 
the output of variable focus transducer 10, 

Variable focus transducer 10 comprises a body of piezo 
electric material 11, a first electrode 12, covering the en 
tire face of piezoelectric body 11, and second and third 
electrodes 13 and 14 (shown as concentric annular elec 
trodes) applied to the opposite face of piezoelectric mate 
rial il. Electrode 14 is an annular concentric ring isolat 
ed from circular electrode 3 which comprises the central 
portion of the face of piezoelectric material 1. The well 
known properties exhibited by piezoelectric material are 
such that a voltage is produced across the electrodes when 
the material is mechanically excited. It is also well 
known that transducers of this general type exhibit a bi 
lateral characteristic in that they may also produce a me 
chanical output when electrically excited. It should be 
obvious to those skilled in the art that other types of trans 
ducers may be used, in practicing my invention, where 
suitable similar outputs are obtainable. It is to be noted 
that the annular shape of the electrodes is used here for 
purposes of illustration only. The physical configuration 
of the electrodes is immaterial as long as a signal may be 
obtained from portions of the transducer that are equi 
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2 
distant from an axis through the center of the transducer 
and normal to its plane. As an example, one could have 
a composite transducer made up of a number of individual 
transducers and by choosing groups of transducers posi 
tioned at equal distances from the center of the composite 
transducer, the focal point of the composite transducer 
may also be controlled by Suitably connecting these groups 
as described above. 
The Source of sound, 30, may be a reflector for reflect 

ing energy from another source of oscillatory energy or 
may be a self-contained source of oscillatory energy. 

Cathode ray tube indicator 40 is connected to a trans 
former 41 having a primary winding 42 and a secondary 
winding 43. The right hand end of primary winding 42 
is connected to first electrode 2 through conductor 44. 
The left hand end of transformer primary winding 42 is 
connected to third electrode 14 through conductor 45. 
Second electrode 13, is connected to the left hand end of 
transformer primary winding 42 through conductor 46, 
phase delay network 20 and conductor 15. It should be 
obvious to those skilled in the art that cathode ray tube 
40 may be replaced by any suitable signal utilization de 
vice or apparatus, 

Phase delay network 26 is comprised of an inductor 21, 
connected at its right hand end to conductor 15, a capaci 
tor 22, connected between the right hand end of inductor 
2 and conductor 46, a capacitor 23, connected between 
the left hand end of inductor 2 and conductor 46, and 
a variable resistance 25, shown as a triode, connected 
through a battery 24 from the left hand end of inductor 
2i to conductor 46. Triode 25 includes the usual plate, 
grid and cathode electrodes indicated respectively by ref 
erence characters 27, 28 and 29. A function generator 
26 is utilized to control the conductivity, and therefore 
resistance, of triode 25 to control the phase delay provid 
ed by the phase delay network 20. Function generator 
26 is shown connected between grid electrode 28 and 
cathode electrode 29 so as to control the conductivity of 
triode 25 in accordance with a voltage generated by func 
tion generator 26. One example of a device that might 
be used as function generator 26 is shown and described 
at page 189, paragraph 47 c(1) of "Radar Electronic Fun 
damentals' Navships 900,016, published by the Bureau of 
Ships, Navy Department, June 1944. The device referred 
to is a thyratron saw tooth generator having a saw tooth 
Sweep output and would be used to supply a sweeping ef 
fect on the focal point of transducer 8. More simply, 
function generator 26 might be a calibrated potentiometer 
energized from a suitable source of potential. It should 
be apparent to those skilled in the art that phase delay 
network 28 is an example of only one of many types of 
phase or time delay networks. 
FIGURE 2 is a front view of transducer 10 in FG 

URE 1. In FIGURE 2 second electrode 13 has a mo 
ment arm radius ad and third electrode 14 has a moment 
arm a. For purposes of illustration, the sizes of elec 
trodes S3 and 14, relative to each other, are shown with 
electrode 3 larger than would normally be used. 
FIGURE 4 is a diagram showing the conditions re 

quired for proper focusing of the variable focus trans 
ducer. In FIGURE 4 the first electrode 12, the surface 
normally in contact with the medium, and piezoelectric 
body have been removed to show only the second 
central electrode i3 and the third annular electrode 14. 
in receiving energy from a point 50, since the sound ar 
rives at the central second electrode 13 before arriving 
at the third annular electrode 14, a phase or time delay 
is necessary to provide a focusing effect. This may be 
arrived by the approximation; 

2trae/ 1. ) 
N. Vsin a tan a 
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where 

- +an-le or=tan d 

b= necessary phase delay in radians, N=Wave length in 
medium, ac-moment arm of electrode 14, and d=dis 
tance to signal source. It has been observed that opti 
mum focusing may be obtained when a phase or time de 
lay, substantially equal to this value, is inserted in the 
electrical path from the second central electrode 13 to 
the cathode ray tube indicator 40. 

OPERATION OF FIGURE 1. 

Assuming for the moment that the function generator 
26 is a simple calibrated potentiometer for varying the 
conductivity and thereby resistance of triode 25 by vary 
ing the potential applied across grid and cathode elec 
trodes 23 and 29, it may be seen that the sound emanat 
ing from source of sound energy 30, at any given dis 
tance from variable focus transducer (), will intersect the 
transducer () at its center portion at Some earlier time 
than at its outer portions. In order to obtain maximum 
energy from the source of sound energy 30 it is necessary 
that all of the signal, emanating from the Source of sound 
3C reach the cathode ray tube indicator 40 at the same 
time. It is to be understood that time, in the sense used 
here, may also be expressed as a phased relationship be 
tween two or more oscillatory signals. This is done by 
delaying the signal impinging on the central portion of 
transducer i0, that is central electrode 13, by an amount 
of time such that it will be applied to cathode ray tube 
indicator 40, at the same time the signal received from 
Source of sound 30 is applied to cathode ray tube indi 
cator 40 from the third annular electrode 54 on trans 
ducer G. The time delay is accomplished by the variable 
phase delay or time delay network 20, which is in turn 
controlled by the resistance of triode 25. If a potentiom 
eter is used as function generator 26 to control the re 
sistance of triode 25, and is calibrated in distance, the sig 
nal, comprising the signals from electrodes 3 and 4, 
received by cathode ray tube indicator 40 may be ad 
justed for maximum value by varying the voltage applied 
to the control grid of triode 25 by the potentiometer 
means and then reading directly on a scale the distance 
of the source of Sound 30 from variable focus transducer 
0. 
An example of a transducer used in one embodiment 

of my invention follows; 
Material ----------------- quartz. 
Diameter ---------------- .25 inch. 
Thickness ---------------- .001 inch. 
Electrode material --------- silver. 
Number of annuli --------- 4. 
Frequency ----------'ura was a ar a 15 megacycles per second. 
Amount of phase delay at 

outer annulus a distance of 
1' -------------------- (p=.0.174 microsecond. 
The above described transducer was utilized in the field 

of medical research for accurately detecting and locating 
the presence of non-homogeneous areas such as may oc 
cur in human flesh as a result of cancerous growth of the 
body cells. 

It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that the 
function generator 26 may be of the type that varies from 
a maximum to a minimum or vice versa and that the 
cathode ray tube indicator 40 may also, in conjunction 
with the function generator variation, provide a sweep so 
that the variable focus transducer will scan an area from 
a minimum to a maximum distance and provide an in 
dication on the face of the indicator 40 of the distance of 
a source of sound or energy from the variable focus trans 
ducer 16. It should likewise be apparent to those skilled 
in the art that the number of annular electrodes, such as 
shown on the left hand face of variable focus transducer 
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4. 
6, is not limited to the number shown on FIGURE 1 
and that the resolution which may be obtained from a 
variable focus transducer of this nature is increased with 
an increase in the number of annular electrodes. It 
should be understood that suitable time or phase delay 
networks are inserted between each of said annular elec 
trodes and the signal utilization means such as cathode 
ray tube indicator 40. 

Referring now to FIGURE 3; a variable focus trans 
ducer 60 is shown adapted to transmit energy from a 
transmitter 70 so that it may be focused on objects 80 or 
9 which are situated at particular distances from trans 
ducer 60. 

Transducer 60 includes a piezoelectric body 66, an 
electrode 67, positioned on the right hand face of piezo 
electric body 66, a central electrode 64 positioned in the 
center of the left hand face of piezoelectric body 66, and 
concentric annular electrodes 63 and 62 positioned also 
on the left hand face of piezoelectric body 66. 

Electrode 67 is connected to ground through conductor 
65. Central electrode 64 is connected to transmitter 70 
through a phase delay network 73 and conductor 71; 
electrode 63 is connected to transmitter 70 through a 
phase delay network 74 and conductor 71; and electrode 
62 is connected to transmitter 70 through a phase delay 
network 75 and a conductor 71. Transmitter 70 pro 
vides an output for the energization of transducer 60 
through a conductor 71 and to ground through a con 
ductor 72. 
The phase or time delays affected by the phase delay 

networks 73, 74 and 75 are controlled by the voltage 
appearing across potentiometer 85. Phase delay networks 
73, 74 and 75 may be similar to the type described above 
in connection with FIGURE 1, i.e. the amount of phase 
delay may be controlled by the application of a suitable 
potential to a control device incorporated in the phase 
delay network. Further, since the amount of delay 
needed between successive electrodes is not a linear func 
tion, phase delay networks 73, 74 and 75 may also in 
corporate a means responsive to the potential supplied 
from potentiometer winding 85 for modifying the amount 
of phase delay as the focal point is moved away from the 
right side of transducer 60. Adjustable taps 86, 87 and 
88 are provided on potentiometer 85 for adjusting the 
potential applied to the phase delay networks. Wiper 
86 is connected to phase delay network 73 through con 
ductor 76; wiper 87 is connected to phase delay network 
74 through conductor 77; and wiper 88 is connected to 
phase delay network 75 through a conductor 78. A 
triode.83 is utilized to energize the winding of potenti 
Oneter 85 through a circuit including the plate electrode 
95 of triode 83, battery 84, potentiometer winding 85, 
and conductor 92 connected to ground at 93 and also 
to the cathode 97 of triode 83. Triode 83 includes the 
usual plate, grid, and cathode electrodes indicated re 
Spectively by reference characters 95, 96 and 97. The 
conduction of triode 83 is controlled by a function gen 
erator 90 shown connected across the grid and cathode 
electrodes 96 and 97 of triode 83 so as to control the con 
ductivity of triode 83 in accordance with the output of 
function generator 90. 

OPERATION OF FIGURE 3 
The operation of FIGURE 3 is very similar to that of 

FIGURE 1 in that the signal, in this case a transmitted 
signal, is caused to be propagated from the various annu 
lar sections of transducer 60 so that it arrives in phase 
or at the same time at a given point in space from the 
face of transducer 60. It is the purpose of the phase 
delay networks 73, 74 and 75 to provide the proper 
delays in the application of the signal to transducer 60 
So that this phenomenum occurs. 
From a consideration of the two embodiments shown 

and described above, it should be apparent that the trans 
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mitting and receiving characteristics may be combined 
in one device. 

Referring now to FIGURE 5 in which a variable focus 
transducer 100, is connected to be utilized in conjunction 
with an echo-ranging system of a type generally well 
known in the art; the echo-ranging system includes a 
transmitter 30, a keyer 140, a receiver 150, a sweep 
generator 146, a relay 110, an indicator 160, and a 
transducer 00. 

Keyer 40 includes a common terminal 143 connected 
to ground, an output terminal 141 for providing a signal 
for activating transmitter 130, an output terminal 144 
for energizing the winding of transmitting-receiving relay 
10, and an output terminal 145 for supplying a signal 

to initiate the action of sweep generator 146. Trans 
mitter i30 includes a pair of terminals 131 and 132 for 
connection to a source of alternating current to supply 
operating voltage thereto, a common terminal 34 con 
nected to ground, an input terminal 33, and an output 
terminal 135. Sweep generator 146 includes a common 
terminal 49 connected to ground, an input terminal 147, 
and an output terminal 148. Receiver 150 includes a 
pair of terminals 151 and 152 for connection to a source 
of alternating current to supply operating voltage thereto, 
a common terminal 154 connected to ground, an input 
terminal 153, and an output terminal 155. Indicator 
560, which may be of a type commonly known in the art 
as a cathode ray tube indicator, includes a common 
terminal 65 connected to ground, an input signal termi 
nal 162, and a further sweep signal input terminal 164. 
The winding of transmitting-receiving relay 110 is con 
nected to ground and is adapted to actuate normally 
open movable relay contacts 11 and 112 and normally 
closed movable relay contacts 113 and 14. Stationary 
relay contacts 15 and 116 are associated with movable 
relay contacts 11 and 112 respectively. Stationary relay 
contacts 17 and 18 are associated with movable relay 
contacts 113 and 114 respectively. Phase delay network 
126 includes a common terminal 159 connected to 
ground, control signal input terminal 161, signal input 
terminal 157, and signal output terminal 158. Trans 
ducer 100 includes a first electrode 101 connected to 
ground at terminal 102, a first annular electrode 104, 
and a second annular electrode 03. An illustration of 
the characteristic radiation pattern of the transducer 
when used for transmitting is indicated by dotted line 107. 

Output terminal 141 on keyer 140 is connected to 
input terminal 133 on transmitter 13 through conductor 
42. Output terminal 44 on keyer 140 is connected 

to the winding of relay 10 through conductor 123. 
Output terminal 145 on keyer 14) is connected to input 
terminal 147 on sweep generator 146 through conductor 
127. Output terminal 35 on transmitter 130 is con 
nected to movable relay contacts 1 and 112 through 
conductor 56. Output terminal 148 on sweep generator 
146 is connected to control signal input terminal 16 
on phase delay network 126 through conductors 27 and 
128. Output terminal 148 on sweep generator 146 is 
connected to control signal input terminal 164 on indi 
cator 60 through conductor 127. Input terminal 153 
on receiver 50 is connected to movable relay contact 
114 through conductor 124 and output terminal 155 on 
receiver 150 is connected to signal input terminal 162 
on indicator 60. Input terminal 157 on phase delay 
network 126 is connected to movable relay contact 113 
through conductor 22. Output terminal 158 on phase 
deiay network 126 is connected to input terminal 153 
on receiver 150 through conductor 125 and conductor 
124. Second annular electrode 103 on transducer 100 
is connected to stationary relay contacts 115 and 118 
through conductors 120 and 12. First annular electrode 
104 on transducer 100 is connected to stationary relay 
contacts 16 and 17. 
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6 
OPERATION OF FIGURE 5 

The apparatus shown in FIGURE 5 is a standard type 
of echo-ranging system that is well-known in the art with 
exceptions as will be noted below. Basically, the opera 
tion consists of periodically illuminating the field of ob 
servation, here the field indicated by the dotted line 107, 
and then scanning the field at progressively increasing 
distances with variable focus transducer 100 to determine 
the presence and distance of objects existing within the 
field of observation. In operation, the keyer 140 pro 
vides a signal to activate transmitter 30, to energize the 
winding of relay 110 so as to connect transmitter 130 to 
transducer 00, and to initiate the operation of sweep 
generator 146. After a short interval of time, the signal 
from the keyer stops and the winding of relay 10 is de 
energized to connect receiver 50 to transducer 100 so 
that any signals received may be applied to indicator 160, 
and transmitter 130 is inoperative. 

It may be seen that the operation of FIGURE 5 may 
be divided into two parts, that is a first transmitting inter 
val in which annular electrodes 103 and 104 connect to 
transmitter 30 through the normally open relay con 
tacts 11 and 1.12; and a second position in which the 
receiver is connected to the transducer annular electrodes 
3 and 104 through the normally closed movable con 

tacts 113 and 14. It is during this second operation of 
the echo-ranging system that my invention is utilized to 
improve angular resolution in longitudinally scanning the 
area in front of the transducer by changing the effec 
tive focal point of the transducer so that it moves an 
ever increasing distance from the face of the transducer, 
in FIGURE 5 from left to right. The focusing effect is 
provided as explained in the operation of FIGURE 1 
in that a phase delay network 126 is used to operate on 
the signal appearing on Second annular electrode 104 so 
that signals reflected from an object, such as object 106, 
and received by annular electrodes 103 and 04 will ar 
rive at the input terminal 153 of receiver 150 in the same 
phase relationship. 

It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
the phase delay network 26 may include a further func 
tion generator as shown in FIGURES 1 and 3 to provide 
the desired relationship between the phase delay applied 
to the signal from annular electrode 14 and the sweep 
signal supplied to indicator 66 from Sweep generator 
46. It should further be apparent to one skilled in the 

art that the dimensions of the transducer used in any par 
ticular application are commensurate with the desired 
operating characteristics according to the principles of 
my invention as explained above in conjunction with 
FIGURES 1 and 4. 
As another example, one might utilize the focusing 

properties obtainable through the use of my invention 
for both transmitting and receiving energy to a field of 
observation to obtain even greater angular resolution, 
particularly at relatively short distances. 

It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that a 
phase delay is desirable where a continuous wave or 
modulated pulse system is used and that a time delay is 
desirable where a pulse system is used for transmission. 
It has been observed that if the proper relationship be 
tween the phase or time delay for each annular elec 
trode is maintained, the focal point of the propagative 
signal may be varied at will in accordance with the gen 
erated signal of the function generator. Various means 
for providing a suitable relationship between signals on 
each annuiar electrode to provide the desired focusing 
effect will be apparent to those skilled in the art. 

It should now be apparent to those skilled in the art 
that transducers 10, 66, and 0.0 may be of the bilateral 
type, i.e. transducers that may be used as transmitters or 
receivers of oscillatory energy and that an adjustable 
focus action may be obtained either in transmitting or 
receiving. 
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it has been observed that the accuracy of focusing and 
azimuthal resolution will be increased with an increase 
in the total number of electrodes used. 
These and other embodiments and modifications will 

be apparent to those skilled in the art and it is therefore 
my wish to be limited only by the scope of the appended 
claims. 

claim: 
1. Control apparatus for a wave transducer to produce 

a Sweep focus thereof as a function of time, comprising; 
bilateral voltage transducer means having first and sec 

ond concentric electrodes formed in a given plane 
and defining an axis normal to said plane, 

Voltage responsive means, 
circuit means connecting one of said electrodes to said 

Voltage responsive means, 
variable phase control means, 
circuit means, including said phase control means, 

connecting the other of said electrodes to said volt 
age responsive means, 

and Sweep control means connected in controlling rela 
tion to Said phase control means to continuously 
vary, as a function of time, the relative phase be 
tween the voltages received by said voltage respon 
sive means from said first and second concentric 
electrodes to provide a continuously variable focus 
of said transducer means along said axis. 

2. In combination, transducer means having a disc 
formed of a material having piezoelectric properties, a 
first planar electrode formed on one Surface of said disc, 
and a plurality of concentric planar electrodes formed on 
a Surface of Said disc spaced from said one surface of 
said disc, said transducer means having an axis generally 
normal to the planes of said first electrode and said plu 
rality of electrodes, 

signal responsive means, 
circuit means connecting one of said electrodes to said 

signal responsive means, 
variable signal delay means, 
circuit means, including said variable signal delay 

means, connecting the other of said concentric elec 
trodes to said signal responsive means, 

Sweep generator means, 
and circuit means connecting said sweep generator 
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means in controlling relation to Said signal delay 
means to vary the degree, of signal delay as a func 
tion of time to provide variable focusing of said 
transducer means along said axis, as controllied by 
Said Sweep generator means. 

3. Energy translating apparatus including bilateral 
energy transducer means having first and second concen 
tric electrodes positioned in a given plane on one surface 
of Said energy transducer means, and having a further 
electrode positioned in a second plane on a surface of 
Said energy transducer means which is spaced from said 
one Surface, 

Voltage responsive means, 
means connecting one of said electrodes to Said voltage 

responsive means, 
voltage controlling means for controlling the relative 

time relationship between a voltage applied at the 
input thereof and a resulting voltage appearing at 
the output thereof, 

means including said voltage controlling means con 
necting the other of said electrodes to said voltage 
responsive means, the input of said voltage control 
ling means being connected to said other electrode 
and the output of said voltage controlling means 
being corinected to Said voltage responsive means, 

and further means connected in controlling relation 
to Said voltage controlling means to control said 
voltage controlling means as a function of time so 
that the relative time relationship between the volt 
ages received by said voltage responsive means from 
said first and Second concentric electrodes is caused 
to vary as a function of time to provide variable fo 
cusing of Said transducer means along said axis. 
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